INCIDENCE RELATIONS IN UNICOHERENT SPACES
BY

A. H. STONE
1. Introduction.
This paper is concerned with what might be called the
"incidence geometry" of a space—the relations between the numbers of connected components of sets and their frontiers, unions and intersections. These
relations turn out to be related in a fundamental
way to the "degree of multicoherence" (0 of the space; and here we shall consider only the unicoherent
case(2). The following sample theorems may indicate the scope of the paper.
(We make the assumption—essential
for geometrical theorems of the type
to be considered—that
the space is locally connected.)
(1) Unicoherence is customarily defined in terms of closed sets: an equivalent definition is obtained if we use open sets instead (Theorem 3, §4.1).
(2) If (in a unicoherent space) the frontiers of two sets A, B are disjoint,

then boiAnB)+boiA\JB)=boiA)+boiB),

where boiX) denotes,

roughly,

the number of components of X(3) (a special case of Theorem 6b, §6.7).
(3) If (in a unicoherent space) the frontiers of two connected sets A, B
intersect,
then bo(Ä(~XB) ^&0(Fr(^4)nFr(ß)),
a "best possible" inequality
(a special case of Theorem 5, §5.1).
(4) If A, B, C are three connected subsets of a unicoherent space, and if
every two of them meet, but Ar\BC\C = 0, then every two of their frontiers
must meet (a special case of Theorem 8, §8.1).
Two features of the work perhaps require comment. In the first place,
the result quoted in (1) is, of course, just what one would expect if the space
were normal; but it will be obtained without assuming normality.
In fact,
almost all the results to be considered are independent
of separation axioms.
Secondly, the point-sets considered in (2)-(4) need not be open or closed, but
are arbitrary; and this again will be the case for most of the theorems which

follow.
2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Notations. Capital letters
empty topological space S; small
negative integers. The notation A
is not excluded. The complement
Presented

will usually denote subsets of a fixed nonletters will usually denote points or nonZ)B means that B is a subset of A ; equality
of A (with respect to S) is written S—A or

to the Society, April 23, 1943, under the title Connectedness and coherence; re-

ceived by the editors March 13, 1948.
(1) Cf. [29, p. 83] and [9, p. 153]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the
end of the paper.
(2) For the definition, see 2.2 below. Many of the results can be generalized
coherent spaces, but different methods are required.
(3) For the precise definition, see 2.2 below.
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Co(.¡4), and the empty set is written 0. We use A —B to denote AC\CoiB),
whether BCZA or not. A, or Cl(^4), is the closure of A, and we write Ext(^4)
= exterior of -4=Co(^4),
Int (.4) =interior
of A = Ext(Co(.4)),
and Fr(^4)

= frontier of A = Cl(4)nCI(Co(il)).
2.2. Connectedness, and so on. Two sets 77, K are said to be "mutually
separated," or separated, for short, if Hr\K = Q=HC\K. A set A will be said
to be connected relative to 75(4) if, whenever 77 is a nonempty subset of A such
that H and A—H are separated (equivalently,
such that 77 is both open and
closed relative to A), then 77 and B are not separated.
(Thus A is connected if
and only if A is connected relative to each of its points.) Clearly, if every
component of A meets B, then A is connected relative to B. Further, if A is
connected relative to B, and BQC, then A is connected relative to C.
We write b0iX) = (number of components of X) — 1 if this number is finite,

and boiX)= w otherwise(6). (Thus Z>0(0)= —1.) Clearly:
(1) boiX)¿ín if and only if X is expressible in the form X = 77iU772W • • •
KJHn+i, where Hi^O and 77,-,H¡ are separated (1 =i <jún + l).
(2) If A is connected relative to B, boiAUB) =b0iB).
S is said to be unicoherent if it is connected and, whenever A, B are closed
connected sets such that A\JB = S, AC\B is connected.
Throughout
the paper, the space S will be assumed (except where the
contrary is explicitly stated) to be a nonempty, connected, locally connected
topological space. (In addition, S will be assumed to be unicoherent in §§5-8.)
2.3. Frontier properties. The following well known properties are easy to
verify, and will be taken for granted in what follows(6).

(1) Fr(^)=Fr(Co(^));if^lC5C3",

Fr(B)CFr(4).

(2) If a connected set X meets both A and Co(^4), X meets Fr(^4). In
particular (S being connected) Fr (^4)^0 unless A =0 or S.

(3) ¥riA\JB)\J¥riAr\B)\j{¥riA)r\¥riB))=¥riA)\J¥riB).
(4) If C is a component
of A, Fr(C)CFrfyl).
In particular,
of an open set is always open (being disjoint from its frontier).

a component

(5) For any collection of sets {^x{, Fr(lMx)CCl{UFr(.4x)}.
3. Some fundamental

characterizations

of unicoherence.

3.1. It is convenient
to begin by collecting together a number of useful
elementary point-set properties which are equivalent to unicoherence.
Most
of these equivalences are well known, at least for Peano spaces. As always,
the space S is assumed to be connected, locally connected, and nonempty.
First we need some definitions. A set whose complement
is connected is
(4) This notion is related to, but distinct from, one introduced by W. L. Ayres, Concerning
subsets of a continuous curve which can be connected through the complement of the continuous curve,

Amer. J. Math. vol. 50 (1928) pp. 521-534.
(6) Cf. [9, p. 153 (footnote 2)].
(6) Properties (1), (2) and (3) hold in an arbitrary
equivalent to the local connectivity of 5 (see [15]).

i

topological

space; but (4) and (5) are
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called non-separating.
A set which is both connected and non-separating
will
be called "simple." The importance
of such sets arises from the fact that
(1) every component of a non-separating set is simple [14, p. 214].

3.2 Theorem
1. The following properties of S are equivalent^):
(i) S is unicoherent.
(ii) The frontier of every simple set is connected.
(ii)' The frontier of every openij) simple set is connected.
(iii) If C and D are disjoint connected sets such that Fr(C)CFr(Z>),
then
Fr (C) is connected:
(iii)' If C and D are disjoint open connected sets such that Fr(C) = 7
= Fr (7?), then Fis connected.
(iv) If A and B are open connected sets such that ¥riA)r\¥r
iB) =0, then
Ai^B is connected.
(v) If M and N are disjoint closed sets neither of which separates^) two
points p, q, then M^JN does not separate p, q.
(vi) If a closed set A separates two points p, q, then so does some com-

ponent of A.
Proof. The implications (iii)->-(ii)->-(ii) ' are trivial. Hence it will suffice
to prove (i)-»-(iii) and (ii)'->-(iii)'->-(iv)->-(v)-*-(vi)->-(i).
(i)-»-(iii). For if C and D are as in (iii), let [Ex] be the set of components

of Co(CU7J>);we have Fr(£x)JIFr(CU£)CFr(OUFr(7?)

=Fr(7>), and

therefore (unless C = 0 = D) each E\ meets D. Thus, on definingAr = T>WU.Ex,
we have that X is connected.
But clearly Co(C)CXCCl(Co(C));
thus

Cl(X)=Cl(Co(C)).
and they cover
We note for
(ii)'-*-(iii)'.
fortiori, satisfy

The sets C1(C) and CI(Co(Q)

are closed and connected,

S; hence by, (i), their intersection
Fr(C) is connected.
later use that if C is open here, Co(C) = X, so that C is simple.
Let C and D satisfy the requirements
of (iii)'; they then, a
those of (iii), so that (as just noted) C is now simple. Hence

Fr (C) is connected, by (ii)'.
(iii)'-»-(iv). Suppose (iv) is false; then there exist open connected sets A,
B, with disjoint frontiers, such that AC\B is not connected. Let C be one
component of A(~\B; then C is closed relative to AC\B, so that, on selecting
any point xCziAC\B) —C, we have xQC. Let D be the component of Co(C)
which contains x; thus D is open. The connected open set Cis disjoint from
D, and thus from D; let E be the component
of Co(7>) which contains C. It is
easy to see that Fr(7>) =Fr(£),
so that from (iii)' we have that Fr(7>) is
(') The equivalence of (i), (ii), (v) and (vi) was proved by Kuratowski
Property (iii) is due essentially to R. L. Moore (Fund. Math. vol. 6 (1924)
spaces, (v) can be considerably generalized; cf. [18], [10], [28]; and, in a
some of the implications between these properties can also be generalized
For property (vi) in non-locally-connected
spaces, see [3].
(8) Or, equivalently, closed (by complementation).
(9) X "separates" p, a if Co{X) =iÂJK
where H, K are separated and

[16] for normal 5.
p. 189). For Peano
different direction,
[12, Theorem l].

pGH,

qGK.
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connected. But Fr(7»)CFr(C)CFr(^U5)CFr(^)UFr(S),

a union of two

disjoint closed sets. Hence Fr(7>) is contained in one of them, say in Fr(^4).
The connected set A meets both D (in x, at least) and Co(7>) (in C, at least),
and therefore meets Fr(7>). That is, A meets Fr(4),
which is impossible
because A is open.
(iv)->-(v). Let M, N be disjoint closed sets, neither of which separates
p, q. We can of course assume that neither p nor q belongs to M\JN. Then
p, q must belong to the same component A of Co(17), and to the same component B of Co(iV); and since ¥riA)r\¥riB)CMÍ\N
= 0, (iv) shows that
AC\B is connected. Thus p, q belong to a connected subset of Co(MUA^), and
so cannot be separated by M\JN.
(v)->(vi). Let A be a closed set separating
two points p, q. The component D of Co(/4) which contains p cannot contain q; and since Fr(7>)
CFr(^4) <Z.A, we have q(£D. Let Cbe the component of Co(7)) which contains
q; thus C, D are disjoint open connected sets, and Fr(C)CFr(X>).
We shall
show that Fr(C) is connected.
For if not, we have Fr(C) = M\JN where M,
N are disjoint nonempty closed sets. The set CKJNKJD is a connected set
containing both p and q, and disjoint from M; hence M does not separate p
and q. Similarly, neither does N. Hence, from (v), neither does Fr(C), which
is absurd. As a connected subset of A, Fr(C) is contained in some component
K of A. Clearly K separates p, q, as required.
(vi)->-(i). Suppose A and B are closed connected sets such that A^JB = S
and Ai\B is not connected;
thus Ai~\B=H\JK,
where 77, K are disjoint,
closed and nonempty.
We have:
(1) There exists a component
D of Co(.4) such that Fr(7)) is not con-

nected.
For

otherwise

we have,

for

every

component

D\

of Co(yl),

either

Fr(7?)C77 or Fr(7>x)C7:. Define 77*= 77UU{7>X|Fr(7»x)C77}, K* = K
UU{7)x| Fr(Z?x) C7Í}. It is easy to verify that 77*, K* are disjoint closed sets
such that H*\JK*=B,
contrary to the assumption that B is connected.
As a component
of a nonseparating
set, D is simple—-that is, Co(7>) is
connected. It now follows, by a repetition of the argument used to prove (1),
that there exists a component C of Co(T>) such that Fr(C) is not connected.
Clearly C and D are open connected sets, and Fr(C) CFr(7?). Pick any points
p€LC, qÇLD. From (vi), a component K of Fr(C) must separate p and q. Pick
x£Fr(C)
—K; the connected set CW(jc)W7) contains both p and q, and is disjoint from K—giving the desired contradiction.
3.3. Sufficient conditions. The properties just considered are not often easy
to apply in deciding whether a given space is unicoherent.
However, the more
powerful criteria given by Borsuk and Cech, though not directly applicable
to spaces of the present generality, can readily be generalized:

Theorem
2. Let S be a connected and locally arcwise connected nonempty
Hausdorff space isatisfying the T2 axiom of [2]). Then each of the following
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conditions is sufficient for S to be unicoherent :
(a) Given any simple closed curve J in S, there exists a set T such that
(a) SD TZ)J, iß) T is normal, and (7) T cannot be retracted on J.
(b) The 1-dimensional Belli number of S, in the sense of finite continuous
cycles with rational coefficients, is zero.
(c) Every simple closed curve in S is contractible.

Remarks.
If S is normal, the condition (a) is also necessary for unicoherence, and the theorem in this case reduces to that of Borsuk [4, p. 184].
Similarly, for polytopes at any rate, condition (b) is also necessary and reduces to a theorem of Borsuk and Cech ([5], [7]; cf. also [22]). Condition (c)
can be regarded as generalizing an argument of Wilson, and is not necessary
for unicoherence (failing, for example, for the projective plane) (10).
The proof for (a) is a straightforward
generalization
of that of Borsuk
[4, pp. 184-187], except that 3.2 (iii)' furnishes a more convenient startingpoint; and the sufficiency of (b) and (c) follows easily.
3.4. Examples.
From condition (c) of 3.3, we see at once that any convex
subset of a linear topological space will be unicoherent.
In particular,
the
Cartesian product Rm of m open intervals (m being any cardinal number)
and the product 7m of m closed intervals are unicoherent.
If tn^^o, this is
well known; but if m>No the "classical" methods will not apply to these
spaces, as Rm is then not normal, and 7m, though normal, is not completely

normal (see [21] and [23]).
Again, it is easy to see that the deformation
required in 3.3(c) can be
made to avoid any sufficiently "thin" set. For example, if T is a linear topological space of (linear) dimension not less than 3, then the complement
in
T of any countable
subset is connected,
locally arcwise connected
and unicoherent. The same holds for the complement of any separable subset of Rm if
m>c(11).

A deeper result in this direction is the following: If X is any subset of Rn
(3^ra<oo)
which contains no compact subset of dimension greater than
ra—3 (for example, X of dimension not greater than ra —3, or X totally imperfect), then Rn —X is unicoherent. If X is closed, this follows from a theorem
of Alexandroff (12) ; and the general case can be reduced to this one on using

property

(iv) of 3.2.

Finally, a more "pathological"
example, which will be useful for constructing counterexamples
later, is the transfinite line, or a-arc, L„, obtained
from the ordinal numbers not exceeding a given ordinal a by intercalating
intervals between successive ordinals and imposing the order-topology
(cf.
[33, p. 491]). La is a connected,
locally connected,
compact(13) Hausdorff
(10) See [31]. Condition (c) is however equivalent
and in some other cases; cf. [6, Satz 6, p. 133].
(u) This fails when m = c; Rc is separable.

(12) [l]; cf. also [3, Theorem 25].
(13) That is, bicompact.

to unicoherence

for subsets of the plane,
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space. Theorem 2 does not apply to La, since La is not arcwise connected;
but its unicoherence is immediate from the definition.
It can be proved, though with more trouble, that any Cartesian product
of transfinite lines is unicoherent.

4. Equivalence

of open and closed sets.

4.1. Let us provisionally
define a space to be "open-unicoherent"
if it
satisfies the definition of unicoherence
except that open connected sets are
used instead of closed ones; that is, S is open-unicoherent
if it is connected
and nonempty and satisfies: whenever .4, B are open connected sets such that

A\JB = S, then A(~\B is connected.
One would expect this notion to coincide with unicoherence
spaces; the surprising thing is that this coincidence holds without
tion axioms. We have:

Theorem
3. For connected, locally connected, topological
herence and open-unicoherence are equivalent.

for normal
any separa-

spaces,

unico-

4.2. Proof. One implication
is easy. Let S be unicoherent,
and let A, B
be open connected sets such that A^JB = S. Then since ¥riA)C\A =0 we
have ¥riA)CB
and therefore Fr(^)HFr(5)
=0. Thus AC\B is connected,
from 3.2(iv). That is, unicoherence
implies open-unicoherence.
The converse implication
is more delicate (in the absence of normality).
We prove it in a number of stages, after first discussing a generalization
of the
notion of connectedness.
4.3. Normal connectedness. We shall say that two sets 77, K are "normally
separated" (relative to the containing space S) if they are separated by some
closed set—that is, if there exist disjoint open sets U, F in S such that TO 77
and VZ)K. A set A is "normally connected"iu)
(relative to S) if it is not expressible as the union of two non-empty normally separated sets. Thus a connected set is always normally connected,
while conversely if A is normally
connected and either (i) S is completely normal, or (ii) A is closed and S is
normal, or (iii) A is open (and S is arbitrary),
then A is connected.
That normally connected sets need not be connected, even if S is normal,
compact, connected, locally connected and unicoherent,
is shown by the following example. Take S to be the product 71 XLW (cf. 3.4), where o>is the first
uncountable
ordinal, and 71 can be regarded as the closed interval (0, 1). Let

p denote the point (1, u), and define H=ilXLw)~ip),

K=iI1Xu)~ip).

It is easy to see that H and K, though separated, are not
relative to S. Since clearly they are connected,
the set
connected (reí. S) but not connected.
Many of the elementary
properties of connected sets
immediately to normally connected sets(15). In particular,

normally separated
HKJK is normally

(") This term has been used before, with a different
fusion is likely to result.
(16) In fact, "normal separation" makes 5 a "separation

[30]; however,

meaning

can be generalized
one readily verifies
no con-

space" in the sense of [25].
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the following two properties (the first of which holds even if S is not locally
connected).
(1) A necessary and sufficient condition that A be normally connected is
that, whenever A meets both X and Co(X), A also meets Fr(X).
(2) A necessary and sufficient condition that A be normally connected is
that, given any open set UZDA, there exists a connected set B such that

ACBCU.
4.4. Returning
we now show:

to the proof that open-unicoherence

Lemma. If S is open-unicoherent, then
(a) the frontier of every simple set is normally

implies unicoherence,

connected.

Let A be simple (that is, A and Co(^t) both connected),
and let U be an
open set containing Fr(^4). Let B be the union of all components
of U which
meet Fr(.¡4); then B is open, and ¥riA)(ZBCZU.
Further,
B is connected

relative to A (cf. 2.2), so that AKJB is connected (2.2(2)). Similarly CoiA)\JB
is connected. The sets AVJB and CoiA)\JB
are easily seen to be open; hence
their intersection,
B, is connected;
and from 4.3(2) this implies that Fr(^4)
is normally connected.

4.5. Lemma. Property (a) (o/4.4) implies:

(b) If A and B are simple subsets of S such that Fr(^4)PiFr(5)

=0, then

either A CB, or BCA, or At~\B=0, or AKJB = S. (Cf. [17, p. 153].)
Suppose not. Then A meets both B and Co(23), and so meets Fr(i3). It
follows that Fr(75)C^4, since otherwise
Fr(5) must meet Fr(^4) (from (a)
and 4.3(1)), contrary to hypothesis.
Again, we may replace A by Co(^4) in

this argument,
possible.

and obtain Fr(73)CCo(^4).

Thus Fr(5)=0,

which is im-

4.6. Lemma. Property (b) (of 4.5) implies:
(c) If A and B are intersecting connected open sets with disjoint frontiers,
there exist connected open sets A*Z)A, B*^)B, such that A*C\B*=A(~\B
and

A*KJB*= S.
Let C, D be any components of Co(yl), Co(73) respectively.
are simple sets (3.1(1)) with disjoint frontiers, so that property

(1)
the alternative

CCA

Then Cand D
(b) gives

or CD D, or C Pi D = 0,

CW7) = S being excluded here by the fact that Ai^\B^0.

Now define E = union of all components
C of Co(^4) which are contained
in
Co(7J), and F = union of those components D of Co(5) which are contained

in CoiA^JE).

Write A*=A\JE,

B*=BKJF.

On using (1) it is easy to verify

that A* and B* have the desired properties.
4.7. If S is open-unicoherent,
then S is unicoherent.
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Let A and B he any intersecting open subsets of S with disjoint frontiers.
Since S has property
(c), there exist connected open sets A*DA, B*DB,
such that A*C\B*=AC\B
and A*^JB* = S. From the open-unicoherence
of S
it follows that A*C\B* is connected; that is, AC\B is connected. From property (iv) of Theorem 1 (3.2), S is unicoherent.
This completes the proof of

Theorem 3.
4.8. ^4ra extension property.
ened to the following theorem,

Theorem

The property (c) of 4.6 can now be strengthwhich will be useful later:

4. Suppose S is unicoherent.

Then:

(d) Given any sets A, B such that A^JB is connected and ¥riA)(~\¥riB)
r\¥riA\JB)
=0, there exist sets A*, B* with the following properties: A*DA,

B*DB, A*\JB* = S, A*r\B*=Ar\B,

Fr(4*)CFr(,4),

Fr(73*)CFr(5), A*

is connected relative to A (cf. 2.2), B* is connected relative to B, and further
and B* are closed if A and B are closed, and open if A and B are open.
Proof.

(3.2(h))
and

Let {Cx} be the components

Fr(Cx) is connected.

Fr(Cx)r\Fr(^)P\Fr(5)=0,

CFr(^l)

or

Fr(Cx)CFr(73).

73*=5UU{Cx|Fr(Cx)CFr(i3)}.

of CoiAVJB);

they are simple,

A*
so

Since Fr(Cx)CFr(,4W73)CFr(4)WFr(73),
we have

that,

for each X, either

Fr(Cx)

Define A*=AVJ{J{Cx\ Fr(Cx)CFr(.4)},
It is easy to verify that A* and B* satisfy

all the requirements.
Remark. A* and 73* are not uniquely

determined

by the properties

listed

in (d), in general.
4.9. Equivalences.

Ii S is normal, each of properties (a), (b), (c), (d)
(4.4-4.8) is equivalent to unicoherence.
This is trivial for (a) ; for the others,
it follows from the following somewhat strengthened
form of a theorem of
Wallace [26] : If Sis normal and not unicoherent, there exist three open connected

sets Gi, Gi, G3such that UG,= S, DG,= 0, di^G^O

and Fr (G¿)PFr (G,-)=0

ii^j)- (We omit the proof.) If now S is normal and not unicoherent, it is easy
to see that (c) fails when A=G\,B=d;
and (b) and (d) fail a fortiori.
However, for non-normal S, it is worth remarking that none of the properties considered in this section (except, of course, open-unicoherence)
is
equivalent
to unicoherence,
in general. This is shown by the following example. Let S be any infinite set of points, and select any two infinite subsets
X, Y such that X\JY = S and XC\Y consists of exactly two points. S is

topologized by taking the closed sets to be all sets of the form 7",X*UF, YKJF,
S, where F runs over all finite sets (including 0). It is easy to see that S is a
compact, connected, locally connected 7\ space and that (a) and (d) hold in
it—so that (b) and (c) must hold too. But clearly S is not unicoherent.
The same example shows the need for normality (or at least for some separation axiom stronger than 7"i) in the theorem of Wallace stated above.
The hypothesis
of local connectedness
is, as usual, essential for the
theorems just considered; for example, it is easy to construct plane continua
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which are open-unicoherent
but not unicoherent. It would, however, be interesting to know whether the implication "unicoherence->-open-unicoherence"
holds without local connectedness.
4.10. Convention. Throughout
the rest of the paper, the space S will be
assumed to be unicoherent, as well as nonempty,
connected,
and locally
connected.

5. Intersections

of two connected

sets and their frontiers.

5.1. We have seen (3.2(iv)) that if A and B are connected open sets with
disjoint frontiers, then (if S is unicoherent)
A(~\B is connected. We now investigate the case in which ¥riA)C\¥riB)^0.
The most natural conjecture

would probably be

(1)

boiAA B) g bo{¥xiA)C\ Fr(5)}

(cf. (2.2)),

but this is easily seen to be false in general (even in Rz), though it holds in
the 2-sphere (see 7.5 below). However, (1) becomes true if A and B, instead
of being open, are closed. We prove a little more than this:
Theorem

5. If A and B are any subsets of S such that A and B are con-

nected and ¥riA)r\¥riB)¿¿0,

then

h(Ir\B)

= bo{¥riA)r\¥iiB)}.

The proof is divided into two cases, depending on whether boiAC\B) is
finite or not; curiously enough, it is the infinite case which gives the more
trouble. We recall that the space S is henceforth assumed unicoherent.

5.2. Lemma. If A and B are connected sets with intersecting frontiers, and if
C is a component of AC\B which is open relative to AC\B, then Fr(^4)P\Fr(73)

riFr(C)5¿0.
Suppose not. Let p<=i¥riA)C\¥riB);

thus £<3EFr(C), whence p&C. Let

D be the component of Co(C) which contains p. D is simple, and so Fr(7>) is
connected (3.2(a)). But it is easy to see that Fr(T>)CFr(yl)UFr(23),
and
that ¥riD)r\¥riA)f\¥riB)
=0; hence there is no loss of generality in as-

suming

Fr(7>)CFr(^),

and

F_r(7))P\Fr(73) =0.

Hence

Fr(7>)CInt(5),

and accordingly A C\¥riD)ÇiAC\Crs\B
= C, since Cis closed relative
It is easy to deduce that the sets AC\D and A —D are separated.

Now we have ^EFr(^4)PInt(7J>),
A —DDC^O.

Thus A is not connected—a

to A (~\B.

which shows that AC\D^Q;

and

contradiction.

Corollary
1. If A and B are connected sets with intersecting frontiers, and
if either (i) A and B are both open, or (ii) boiAf~\B) < <x>,then AC\B is connected relative to Fr(.4)PiFr(£).
Corollary

2. If A and B are connected intersecting

sets and if either (i)

A and Bare both open, or (ii) boiAC\B) < «,, then ¥riA)r\FriB)C\¥riAr\B)
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= 0 implies ¥riA)C\¥riB)=Q.
Remark. It is easy to see that the restrictions (i) and (ii) cannot both be
omitted in Corollary 1, even if A and B are closed and S is the plane. On the
other hand, it can be shown that they are superfluous in Corollary 2, at any
rate provided S is normal.

5.3. Lemma. Theorem 5 holds if baiAC\B) < oo.

Let J and B be connected, and let Fr (.4)0^73)^(1

If Fr(J)nFr(73)

= 0, an application of Theorem 4 (4.8) to the sets A and 73 shows that ^4P\73
is connected; thus Theorem 5 holds in this case. If Fr (^)P\Fr(73)?^0,
Corollary 1 of 5.2 shows that AC\B is connected relative to Fr (^)HFr(73);
thus,

from 2.2(2), o0(Zn73) go0{Fr(^)nFr(73)},

as required.

5.4. Lemma. Let A and B be connected sets, and let F be the union of all the
components of Fr(^4) which meet 73. Then iAf~~\B)\JF is connected^).
Suppose not; thus iAr^\B)VJF = H\JK,
where 77 and K are nonempty
separated
sets. If AC\B=Q,
B is contained
in a unique component
C of
CoiA); Fr(C) is connected (from 3.2(h)), and it is easy to see that 7*is either
empty or is the unique component of Fr(^l) which contains C. Thus this case
can be eliminated,
and we may assume AC\B?±Q.
Now let { C\\ be the collection of those components of Co(.4) which meet
73. Being connected,
73 must meet each Fr(Cx); and Fr(Cx) is connected

(3.2(h)) and is a subset of Fr(^t). Hence Fr(Cx)CFC77W7C. Thus, for each

X, either Fr(Cx)C77 or Fr(Cx)C7C. Define 77*=77WU{Cx|Fr(Cx)C77},
7C*=7CUU{Cx|Fr(Cx)Ci£}. Clearly 77*\JK*DB\JF, and H*r\K*=Q. It is
not hard to verify that 77* and
connected. But F is connected
must be connected (cf. 2.2(2));
5.5. The proof of Theorem

K* are in fact separated. Hence BKJF is not
relative to the connected set 73, so that BVJF
and this contradiction
proves the lemma.
5 can now be completed. In view of 5.3, we

can assume boiAC\B) = °o , and must show that b0{ Fr(^)PFr(73)}
= oo.
Define E = union of the components
of Fr(.4) which meet both 73 and
Co(73), 7\ = union of the components of Fr(v4) which meet 73, and F2 = union
of the components
of Fr(^4) which meet 73. Thus F1DF2, and we have

i2r\B)[UE=iÄr\B)UF1.
But clearly 7i is connected relative to AiXB, and
5.4 shows that (InI)UF2
is connected; hence so is iÄr\~B)\J F2\J Fi

= (Är\B)\JE.
If boiE) = <x>,then, since each component of E contains at least one component
of Fr(^4)P.Fr(73),
we have o0{Fr(.4)P\Fr(73)}
= w, as required.
Thus we may assume that E has only a finite number of components,
say

Ei, 722, • • • , En. Hence E is closed.
On the other

hand,

b0iEC\B)=

(l6) This lemma is closely related

oo. For otherwise

E could meet only a

to several results of R. L. Moore; see [19].
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finite number, say m, of components of A(~\B. From 2.2(1) we can write
AC\B = H\\JH2^J ■ ■ • W77m+i where the sets 77,- are closed, nonempty and
pairwise disjoint; and, for some j, Hj would be disjoint from E—contradicting the fact that iAC\B)\JE
is connected. Thus for some i we have boiEiC\B)
= oo, Ei being a component of E and therefore of Fr(4). Accordingly we can

write, for every k, £!P\73 = 7?iU72'2U • • • UTf*, a union of k closed, nonempty,

pairwise

P il^púk)
XpGFr(73).

disjoint

sets. Since £,■ is connected,

there

exists

for each

a point xpÇzKpr^CliEi— Kp); and it readily follows that
Thus

the sets Kpr\¥riB)

are nonempty;

and

it follows that

bo{Eii\¥riB)}=k-l.
A fortiori, &0{Fr(^l)PiFr(73)} ^k-1
and so, finally, è0{Fr(^)nFr(73)}
= oo.

for every k;

5.6. Conversely,
Theorem 5 implies unicoherence, at least for normal 7\
spaces. In fact, if 7? is a nonempty connected, locally connected, normal 7\
space which is not unicoherent, it is easy to construct two open connected subsets A, B of 7? such that (i) Fr(.4)OFr(73)
consists of a single point, (ii)
Ar\B has at least two components. But for nonnormal spaces Theorem 5 may
hold without the space being unicoherent, as is shown by the example given

in 4.9.
6. Sets with disjoint frontiers.
6.1. We return now to the consideration

of sets with disjoint frontiers.
The main results (stated in 6.7 below) will be easy consequences
of the following theorem, which is analogous to the Meyer-Vietoris
addition theorem.

Theorem

6. If A and B are any sets such that Fr(.4)P.Fr(73) =0, then

boiAnB)+boiA\JB)=boiA)+boiB)i").
(The space S, of course, is assumed to be unicoherent.)
We first show that this holds with a: replacing
=, under much more
general circumstances;
the proof of the reverse inequality will then be carried
out in several steps, starting with the special case (which contains the main
difficulties of the proof) in which A and 73 are connected.

6.2. Lemma. Let A and B be arbitrary
are separated. Then

sets such that the sets A—B and B—A

boiA r\ B) + boiA U 73) ^ boiA) + ô0(73)(18).
Let m, n be any integers such that boiA) >.m = Q and Z>o(73)=ra^O. (We can
clearly assume that neither A nor 73 is empty.) It will suffice to prove that

boiAC\B)+boiA\JB)^m+n.
We can write ,4=114;

(l=¿ = raz+ l) and 73= U73;-(l^j

= ra+ l), where

every two of the sets Ai, and every two of the sets 73y, are separated,
(") This generalizes
(18) This is a slight
which AVJB and A(~\B
B —A be separated was

and

both Theorem 1 (iv) (3.2) and a theorem of Knaster [13, Lemma 4].
generalization of a theorem announced by Whyburn [27]; the case in
are connected is given in [14, p. 211]. The condition that A —B and
introduced by Wallace [25].
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where Ai^O^Bj.
It is easy to verify that Ai —B¡ and Bj—A, are separated,
for every i and j; hence Ai and Bj are separated whenever they are disjoint.
Form a linear graph G by taking m+n+2
vertices a¿, b¡ il—iúm
+ 1,
1 Ssj=« + 1) and joining a¿, bj by a 1-cell if and only if the "corresponding"
sets Ai, B¡ intersect. (That is, G is the 1-dimensional skeleton of the nerve of
the sets At, Bj.) Let G have k components G„ il=s^k),
and define Cs = union
of those sets Ai, Bj whose corresponding
vertices are in G„. It readily follows
that the sets C, are pairwise separated;
thus, since UCS=AKJB,
we have

boiA\JB)=k-l.
But, by the Euler-Poincaré
theorem
for graphs,
G has at least
im+n + 2)—k edges, each of which corresponds to a distinct nonempty intersection of the form AiC\Bj = Dt, say (1 =t = m+n + 2—k). Two distinct sets
Dt are clearly separated, and U7>¡=AC\B\ hence boiA(~\B) = raz+ra + l—¿, and

the result follows.
Remark

1. The condition

that A—B and B—A be separated

is implied by

each of the following:
(1) A and B both closed, or both open, relative to AKJB iin particular,

73 both closed, or both open, in S) ;
(2) A and B separated;
(3) Co(4)-Co(73) and Co(73)-Co(4)

A and

separated;

(4) Fr(4)nFr(73)=0.
Remark
space.

2. This lemma and its proof are valid in an arbitrary

6.3. Lemma. If A and B are connected sets with disjoint frontiers,
is connected.

topological

then AC\B

If A and 73 are both open, this has been proved already (Theorem 1 (iv),
3.2). Following an idea of C. Chevalley, we first show that it remains true if
only A is open, and then deduce it in general.
Suppose, then, that A is open and that A C\B is not connected ; thus A C\B
= H\JK, where 77 and K are nonempty and separated.
Let C be any component of Co(^) which meets 73. Since 73 is connected,
73 meets Fr(C); hence, since Fr(C) is a connected
subset of ¥riA) (from

3.2(h)) and is therefore disjoint

from Fr(73), we have Fr(C)CInt(73).

D be the component

of Int(73)

which contains

and open. Further,

Fr(Z»)CFr(73),

Fr(C);

so Fr(^)HFr(7>)

Let

thus D is connected

=0. Hence, by the

case of the lemma in which both sets are open, A(~\D is connected.
(It will be important for the subsequent arguments that this is the only
use which will be made of the openness of .4.)
Since Ai~\D is a connected
subset of AC\B=H\JK,
we have either

Ar\D<Z.H and Ar\DC\K = Q, or the same with 77 and K interchanged. It
readily follows that either Fr(C)C77 and Fr(C)O7? = 0, or Fr(C)C7T and
Fr(C)O77 = 0.
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of Co(^4) which

meet 73. Define 77*= 77UU{CX|Fr(Cx)C77}, 7T*= 7?U U {Cx| Fr(Cx)C7T}.
From 2.3(5) we see that 77* and K* are closed, while clearly 77*U7v*I}73,
73O77*D77;¿0, and BC\K*DK^0.
Thus, since 73 is connected, there must
exist a pointx GBíMI*r\K*. It readily follows that x GA C\Br\ H C\K = Hr\K,
since 77 and K are closed relative to .4073; and this is impossible. This establishes the lemma if A is open.
Finally, in the general case, we repeat the above argument. It applies unchanged, provided that we can justify the conclusion that if A and D are
connected sets with disjoint frontiers, of which D is open, then AC\D is connected; for this is the only step in which the openness of A was used above.
And this justification
is now provided by the case of the lemma in which one
of the sets is open—that is, by the case established above. Thus the proof is
complete.

6.4. Lemma. Let A and B be sets with disjoint frontiers,

B being connected,

and let A\, A2 be different components of A, both of which meet 73. Then A\ —B
and A2—B are disconnected by ACxBif*).
It will evidently suffice to prove this assuming that ,4i and A2 are the only
components of A. Then A\JB is connected, so Theorem 4 (4.8) gives the

existence of sets A*, 73* such that A*DA, B*DB, A*^JB* = S, A*C\B*
=AC\B,

.4* is connected

relative

to A, 73* is connected,

Fr(vl*)CFr(.4),

and

Fr(73*)CFr(73).
If the lemma is false, there will exist a connected set C meeting A\~73 and
A2 —B but not AC\B. There are two cases.
(1) If CCLA*, then A*, being connected relative to the connected subset

AAJCVJA2 of A*, is connected (2.2(2)). Since Fr(¿*)0,Fr
PiFr(73) =0, the previous

lemma

(6.3) shows that .4*073*

this is impossible, since ^4*OT3*=AH\B = iAiH\B)\JiA2(~\B),
nonempty

separated

But

a union of two

sets.

(2) If C<X_A*,then

C meets B*-A*,

and also meets A*-B*

Ai-B at least). Further, CC.S-iAr\B)=iA*\JB*)-iA*C\B*)
\J{B*-A*);

(73*)CFr(^)

is connected.

and the sets A*-B*

and B*-A*

are separated

(in

= iA*-B*)
(cf. 6.2, Re-

mark 1 (4)). Thus C cannot be connected, and again we have a contradiction.
6.5. Proof of Theorem 6. Let A and 73 be any sets with disjoint frontiers.

In view of 6.2, it will suffice to prove that boiAW73)+Z>0(-4O73)
=b0iA)
+6o(73), and we may clearly assume that the right-hand
side is finite.
boiA)=m — 1, ôo(73)=ra —1; the proof will go by double induction over
non-negative integers m, ra. The desired result is trivial if m or ra is 0, and
been proved in 6.3 if raz= ra = l; thus we may assume ra^2, and that
theorem holds for all m'■—m and ra'<w.

Let
the
has
the

(") We shall say that X "'disconnects" P and Q if no connected subset of Co(X) can meet

both P and Q.
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Let the components
of A and 73 be Ai il^i^m)
and 73y il^j = n) respectively, and define B' = B—B„. The hypothesis of induction then gives.

boiA U 73') + boiA r\ 73') = m + ra - 3.
Suppose

73„ meets exactly

r components

of A (rSïO), which we may take

to be Ai, A2, • • ■ , AT. We shall show that no two of A\, • • • , Ar can belong
to the same component of AVJB'. For otherwise (as is easy to see, for example,
on considering
form

the "nerve"

of the sets) there

Ai, Bqi, APl, 7352,• • • , Bix, A,-

exists a finite sequence

of the

ii, j = r; qi, ■ ■ ■ , qx < ra)

each member of which meets the next. Choose such a sequence having as few
members as possible; for this sequence we have pi, p2, • • • , all greater than

r. Thus, on defining D=Bqx\JAPl\JBH\J

■ • • W73í¡t, we have that D is a

connected
subset of Co(73n) which meets both Ai —Bn and A¡—Bn. But, from
6.4, AC\Bn disconnects
,4,—73„ and A¡ —Bn, giving a contradiction.
Thus, if Ci, C2, • • ■ , Ct are the components oí A*UB', we may choose the
notation so that A,CZCi il^i^r).
The components
of .4W73 are evidently

(CiUC2W • • • UG-UB»), Cr+i, Cr+2, • ■ ; C, so that b0iA\JB)=b0iAVJB')
-r + 1. Again, AC\B = iAr\B')yJiA1r\Bn)\JiAir\Bn)yJ
■ ■ • U(vlr073„),
where (from 6.3) each of the sets A{C\Bn is connected.
Hence boiAC\B)
^boiAr\B')+r.
On combining these results, we obtain boiAKJB)+boiAr\B)
= w+ra —2, as desired.
6.6. A modification. Ii the sets A and 73 are closed, the hypothesis that
Fr(^4)OFr(73) =0 can be weakened; and as this result will be useful later, we
state it.

Theorem

6a. If A and B are

closed sets such

that

Fr(^4)OFr(73)

nFrG4VJ73)=0, then b0iAr\B)+boiAVJB) =boiA)+boiB).
The proof of this is very similar to that of Theorem 6. The first step is to
establish it when the sets A and 73 are connected (cf. 6.3) ; and here this follows immediately
from Theorem 4 (4.8). The analogue of the lemma in 6.4
goes as before, under the (harmless) extra hypothesis
that boiA)<&;
and
the extension to the general case requires only trivial changes in the argument

of 6.5.
Corollary.

For

any

set X,

60(Fr(Z)) =&0(Cl(Z))+&0(Cl(Co(X))).

(This generalizes Theorem l(ii), 3.2.)
6.7. Extension to ra sets. Given any finite collection of set .4i, ^12, • • • , An,
we define the "elementary
symmetric
sets" Xj. = U;4í, Xr= U(^tl0^1i20
• • •

r\AiT) (where l=¿i<¿2<
obtained

• ■ • <ir^n),

and finally Xn = ^\Ai. The results

in this section can all be generalized,

as follows:
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(1=í<7^w),

then

YLî b»iAi) S S? boiXr). If ¥riAi)r\¥riAf) =0, or if the sets Ai are closedand
¥riAi)r\¥riAj)n¥riAiVJA¿=0,
then £; hM<) = Eï boiXr).
This follows by a straightforward
induction over ra, the results considered
previously corresponding
to the case ra = 2. The first part of the theorem (cf.
6.2) holds in an arbitrary topological space.

7. Index formulae

for arbitrary

sets.

7.1. Notation. Let ^4i, ^42, • • • , An be any subsets of S, not necessarily
distinct. As in 6.7 we define XT (1 braira) to be the set of those points which
belong to A ¿ for r or more values of i. Where it is necessary to emphasize its
dependence
on the sets Ai, we write Xr as XriAi, • ■ ■ , An). We write

(1)

KAi,■• • , An)= Ê boiXr)- E boiAi),
1

1

provided all the numbers on the right are finite. To deal with sets having
infinitely many components,
we make the convention
that statements
(of
equality or inequality)
involving the /¿-function are to be regarded as statements about bo in which negative terms are transposed
to the opposite sides.
With this convention,
for example, the first part of Theorem
6b (6.7) is
completely equivalent to:

(2)

Ä(^4i, • • -,^ln)^0

provided

Ai —Aj and A}—At are separated

ii£i<jkn).
Similarly

the other other parts of Theorem

6b simply give sufficient

condi-

tions for hiAi, ■ ■ ■ , An) =0.
7.2. Some identities.

Now let ^4i, • • • , A„, B\, • • • , Bn be sets such that

Ai\JBf = S il =iún),
and writeXriAu
It is easy to verify that
(1)

■ ■ ■ , An)=Pr,

Xr(73i, • • • ,Bn)=Qr.

Pr U Qn+l-r = S

and that

(2) XriPl H Ön,Pi n Qn-1,• • • , P. f\ Ql>- U f (Pi Pi Qi) \ Í + j = tl + f]
= XriAi r\ 73i, Ai O 732,• • • , An O 73n).
As an immediate

consequence

of (2), we have identically

(3) hiAi, •■• ,A„) + hiBi, ■■■, Bn) + A(Pi O Qn,Pi r\ Qn-i, ■■■,Pnr\Qi)
n

n

+ Z HPi, Qn+i-i)- hiAiH Bu ' • • . A*n S,) + S HAi,Bt).
i
i
(Properties (l)-(3) are, of course, valid in an arbitrary space.)
7.3. To apply the preceding to a unicoherent
space S, let 7¿i, ■ • ■ , En be
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subsets of S, and take At = E¡, 73, = Cl(Co(£¿)).

From Theorem

6a

(6.6) we have now hiAi, 73t) =0 = /z(7\-, Qn+i-i) (in view of 7.2(1)); thus, provided that hiAu Bi) and A(P,-, Qn+i-i) are all defined, 7.2(3) gives:

Theorem

7. A(Ii, • ■ • , Ën)+h{CliCoiEi)),

nQn, ■ ■ ■ , PnO(2i)=A{Fr(£i),
• • • , Fr(£„)},
and <2,= Xs(Cl(Co(7ii)), • • • , Cl(Co(£n))).

• • • , Cl(Co(£„))} +hiP1
where Pr = Xr(£i,

•••,£„)

Finally, the above proviso can be removed, since if it fails we have either
eo(Fr(£¿)) = oo or o0(P¿O(3„+i_¿) = oo, and so (from 7.1(2)) the theorem asserts
merely

oo = oo .

Corollary.

¿(Ei, • • • , £„)gA{Fr(£i),

For if /*{Cl(Co(£i)), • • • , Cl(Co(£n))}
are both

defined,

this follows immediately

■ ■ ■, Fr(£n)}.

and Â(PiOÇn, • • • , P„n<?i)
from the theorem

on applying

7.1(2). If hiPiC\Qn, ■■■, P„n<2i) is defined but ä{C1(Co(£i)), • ■• ,
Cl(Co(£„))}
is not defined, the corollary still follows immediately
unless
Z>o(Cl(Co(£¿))) = °° for some i; but in this case we have ¿>0(Fr(£t)) = oo
(6.6, Corollary),
and, from 7.1(2), the corollary now asserts <x>= oo. Finally,

if A(PiO(?n, • • • , Pn^Qi)

is not defined, 7.2(2) shows that A{Fr(£i),

•••,

Fr(£„)}
is not defined either, so that (in accordance with the convention
introduced
in 7.1) the corollary asserts merely that some quantity
is not
greater than oo, and so holds in all cases.
Ina sense, the above corollary to Theorem 7 is a generalization of Theorem
5 (5.1). In fact, if we apply it with ra = 2 to sets Ei, £2 which have connected
closures and intersecting
frontiers (so that &0{Fr(7ii)VJFr(7i2)} ^¿>0(Fr(72i))
+èo(Fr(7i2))),
we readily obtain the assertion of Theorem 5—boiEiC\E\)

Sb0{¥riEOr\¥riEi)}—provided

that

60(Cl(Co(7i;1)))+&o(Cl(Co(7i2))) m

finite. Unfortunately,
this proviso is not easy to remove.
7.4. It is of interest to compare Theorem 7, Corollary with the following
property, which holds in an arbitrary topological space (and can likewise be
deduced from 7.2(3)): For any sets Eu • • ■ , En,

(1)

¿

bo{Xr(Eu ••-,£„)}

+ ¿

i

¿0{Xr(Cl(Co(£i)),

• • • , Cl(Co(£n)))}

i
n

á E io{Xr(Fr(£0.
i
In particular,

if S is connected,

• • • - Fr(£n))} + raö„(S).

and £i, £2 are proper

subsets

of S, we

obtain
(2)

ôo(£i O £2) + &o(£i W £2)

= h{Fr(£i)

O Fr(£2) \ + h{Fr(£x) U Fr(£2)}.

7.5. Application to S2. Now take S to be the 2-sphere S2. We have:
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7a. For any subsets £i, • • • , £„ of S2,
h{lntiEi),

■■■ , Int(£„)}

= *{Fr(£,)f

• • • , Fr(£„)}.

For a fundamental
theorem of Straszewicz ([24]; cf. also [8, p. 101 ]) asserts, in effect, that for two closed subsets Pi, £2 of S2 we have A(Pi, P2)
= A{Co(P),
Co(£2)}.
An easy induction
argument
extends
this result

to ra closed sets;
Cl(Co(£„))},

Corollary.
intersect, then

thus

A{lnt(£i),

and the result

• • • , Int(£„)}

follows from Theorem

=A{Cl(Co(£i)),

7, Corollary

•••,

(7.3).

If £i and £2 are connected open sets in S2, and if their frontiers
boiE1nE2)

S ôo{Fr(£i)

O Fr(£2)}(2°).

If &o(Co(£].)) +&o(Co(£2)) < oo, this follows readily from the case ra = 2 of
Theorem 7a; the general case can be reduced to this one.

8. Systems of connected sets and their frontiers.
8.1. Theorem
8. Let Ai, -42, • • • , A„ be ra connected sets, every ra —1 of
which, but not all of which, have a point in common; and suppose n^3. Then at
least 2ra —3 pairs of their frontiers meet. iMore precisely, there will be at least
2n —3 pairs of numbers i, j, with 1 —i<jún,
suchthat ¥riAi)í\¥riA,)
t^QÍ?1).)
Remark. It is easy to see that the number 2ra —3 is "best possible" for
each n, even if the sets Ai are open (or closed) and simple and S is the plane.
(Of course, the space S is assumed to be unicoherent.)
Further, the case ra =3
of the theorem is already characteristic
of unicoherence, for normal spaces at
least; this is an immediate consequence of the theorem of Wallace quoted in

4.9.
The proof requires a graph-theoretical
lemma, which we proceed to derive.
8.2. Let p be any vertex of a (finite) linear graph G. A vertex q is said to
be "adjacent" top if p and q are the end points of a 1-cell (edge) of G. It will be
assumed that G is "proper"—that
is, that no vertex is adjacent to itself. The
"shell" of a vertex p in G is defined to be the subgraph of G consisting of (i)
all vertices adjacent to p, and (ii) all 1-cells of G both of whose end points are
adjacent to p.
We write «o(G) and «i(G) for the numbers of vertices and 1-cells of G, respectively.

Lemma. If G is connected, and if the shells of all its vertices are connected,

then «i(G) jä2ao(G) —3.
This is proved by induction

over «o(G). We can assume G has a vertex p

(20) Compare 5.1(1). Some particular cases are given in [20, p. 109].
(a) If m = 3, a slightly stronger result can be deduced from Theorem 4 (4.8); Fr(^l<)OFr(^4f')
(£.A¡r\A,rMnt
(A^JAj) (1 ¡¡ti</Ê3). It is notknown whether an analogous sharpening of the

theorem holds for n>3.
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adjacent to at most 3 others; for otherwise a simple counting argument gives
ai(G) ^2a0(G). If the shell of p consists of 3 vertices and 2 1-cells, say qiqi
and qiq3, we form a new graph 77 by omitting p and the 1-cells pqt (* = 1, 2, 3)
from G, and adjoining a new 1-cell qiq3. In all other cases we form 77 from G
by merely omitting p and the 1-cells incident with p. The reader will readily
verify that 77 satisfies the conditions which were imposed on G; hence

ai(77) S:2a0(77)— 3, and the result follows.
8.3. Returning to the proof of Theorem 8, we define 73i = union of those
components
of Co(^4i) which are not contained in Co(^42)U • • • WCo(yl„),
732= union of those components
of Co(^42) which are not contained
in
Bi\JCoiA3)\J
• • • U CoiAn), and generally 73f = union of those components

of CoiAi)

which are not

contained

U • • • VJCo(^4n). The sets 73< (1 gî'^ra)

(cf. 3.1); and clearly 73iCCo(^,)
(1)

in 73iW732U • ■ ■KJBi-i\JCoiAi+i)
are easily seen to be nonseparating

and

Fr(73¿) C FriAi).

By construction,
no component
of any 73,- can be contained
in
U{73y|J9^i\. And since n^4« = 0, while every ra—1 of the sets Ai have a common point, we see that S is the union of all ra, but of no ra — 1, of the sets 73,.
Thus the sets 73< certainly have the following properties:
(2) 73i, • • • , Bn are ra (à3)
nonempty
nonseparating
sets;
U73¿= S;
BÎUBj^S;
and no component of any 73¡ is contained in any 73,- ij^i).

We shall deduce from (2) alone that at least 2ra —3 of the sets Fr(73,)
OFr(73j) are nonempty; from (1) this will prove the theorem.

8.4. Lemma. For sets satisfying

(2) above,

[Fr(B,) r\ TtriBj) = 0]±=? [Bi O Bj = 0].
It will suffice to prove that

if Fr(73i)OFr(733)

=0 (for particular

values of i and j) then 73,fYZ3j= 0. Suppose the contrary;

unequal

let xG73¿073;, and

let d, Cj be the components
of 73,, 73.,-respectively
which contain x. Then
d and Cj are simple sets (cf. 3.1(1)) with disjoint frontiers; hence (from 4.5)

either C,OCy = 0, or dyJCj = S, or dDC¡,

or CjDCi. The first alternative is

excluded here (for di^CjSx),
and the others contradict
(2) above.
8.5. Now form a linear graph G having ra vertices bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn, joining

bi and b¡ (by a 1-cell) if and only if BiC\Bj^Q. Since U73\= S (from 8.3(2)),
we have

(3)

G is connected.

It may happen that a vertex of G, say by, has a shell which is not connected
and which therefore falls into two disjoint nonempty subgraphs, say 77 and K.
We may suppose the vertices of 77 are bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn and those of K are

1949]
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bk+i, ■ ■ ■, bk, where 2=h<k
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= n. Write £ = 732U • • • \JBh, M = Bh^J

■■■

yjBk', thus L and M are disjoint closed sets. Let {Cx} be the components of
73i. Then Fr(Cx) is connected
(3.2(h)), and it is easy to see that Fr(Cx)C£

KJM; hence, on defining 73'= U{CX|Fr(Cx)C¿}, 73" = U{CX|Fr(Cx)Cil7},
we have that

73', 73" are nonseparating

sets and that

B'VJB"

= B\. Again,

73', 73" are nonempty; for if 73'=0 we have Fr(Pi) = Fr(73")CM (on using
2.3(5)), so that Fr(731)OFr(732) =0, and therefore (8.4) l1O732 = 0—contradicting the fact that 62 belongs to the shell of bx. Thus the sets 73', 73",
732, 733, • • • , 73„ have the same properties (8.3(2)) as the sets Pi, • • • , B„.
Let Gi be the linear graph formed from the sets 73', 73", 732, • • • , 73n in the
same way as G was formed

from 73i, • • • , 73„. Application

of the lemma

of

8.4 shows that B'C\B" = 0, that 73'O,73\= 0 unless &.G77, and that 73"073y
= 0 unless ¿>y£7£. Thus ai(Gi) á«i(G),

and cto(Gj.)>a0iG).

(Roughly speaking,

Gi is derived from G by splitting the vertex bi into two vertices.)
If the vertices of Gi do not all have connected shells, we repeat the argument; and so on, obtaining a sequence of graphs Gr with «i(Gr) ^ai(Gr_i)
and
o¡o(Gr) >0!o(Gr_i). But, as in (3) above, each Gr is connected.
Hence the process
terminates,
and we obtain a Gr (taking G = Go) all of whose shells are connected. The lemma of 8.2 then gives «i(G) â«i(Gr) =2a0(Gr) —3^2a0(G) —3.
Thus there are at least 2ra —3 pairs (i, j), with l=i<j^n,
such that 73,071,
¿¿0; and, from 8.4 and 8.3(1), we have ¥riAi)C\¥riA
j) ¿¿O for these pairs.
The proof of Theorem 8 is thus complete.
8.6. Theorem 8 suggests the following more general problem:
Given
integers h, k, ra, such that 2 f¿h<k^n,
and given ra connected sets such that
every h of them, but no k of them, have a common point: how many pairs of
their frontiers must intersect(22)?
The determination
of the exact bound
seems to be difficult (and probably not worth while) ; but it is easy to obtain
a lower bound and an asymptotic
formula. We need the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let A and B be any connected sets, and let {d} be the collection
of those components of CoiA) which meet 73. Define G = U Fr(Cx). Then

(^4073)WG is connected.
This is substantially
same argument.

the same as the lemma in 5.4, and is proved

by the

Lemma 2. Let A\, • • • , Am, B\, ■ ■ • , Bn be m+n connected sets, where
m = 2 and ra^2; and suppose that (i) every Af meets every Bj (1 -¿i^m, l^j^n),

(ii) n^; = 0 = r)73y. Then, for at least one pair ii, j), ¥riAi)r\¥riBj)r¿0.
Suppose

not. Define £i, £2, ■ • • , Em recursively

Ei = iA¡A£,-_i)yJGi,
meeting

£,_i}.

Thus,

by setting

where G¿= U {Fr(C¿x)| C,x is a component
from

Lemma

1, each

(a) The case h = 1 is trivial, and so is excluded.

£¿ is connected;

E\=Ai

and

of Co(^4,-)
and

clearly
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• • • r\Ai)
WFr(.42)U

• • • UTriAi).

Now, each Bj meets each £,-. For when i = 1 this is given. Suppose that Torneéis £,_i. If BjÍ~\Eí-iCZAí, Bj meets ^4,0£,_iC£i.
In the remaining case,
there exists a point xG7330£j_107),
where D is a component of Co(¿4,-). The
connected set 73y meets both D and Co(7>) (for T3.,-meets A¡); hence 73¡

meets Fr (Z>). But clearly Fr(Z>)CGt-C£f.
Thus, by induction, B¡ meets Em, for every j. But Em is connected;
and
since £mCUFr(yl,-),
£mOFr(73y) =0. Hence EmCZBj for every j, contradict-

ing (]Bj = 0.
Remark.

Since Fr(^4i) plays no part in this argument,

least two pairs i, j for which Fr(yl,)OFr(73j)

there will be at

j¿0.

Theorem
9. Let
but not all of which,
every h of them have
no k of them have

Ai, • • • , An be n (S;3) connected sets, every two of which,
have a common point. Let h be the largest number such that
a common point, and let k be the smallest number such that
a common point ; thus 2^h<k^n.
Then for at least

nin—l)i2h—l)/kik

—i) pairs i, j, with l^i<j^n,

Fr(^4.) meets Fr(^4y).

Further, if k is fixed and ra is large, then almost all the sets Fr(^4,-)OFr(^4,-)
are nonempty. iMore precisely, given e>0, there exists Nie) such that if
ra>exp ikNie)) there are at most era2pairs i, j for which Fr(^4,-)OFr(^4,) =0.)

On applying Theorem 8 (8.1) we see that every k of the sets Ai must have
at least 2h — 1 pairs of intersecting
frontiers among them; and a simple counting argument then gives the first part of the theorem. Suppose the second part
is false, and form a linear graph G having w vertices a,-, in which a,-, a¡ are

joined by a 1-cell if and only if Fr(^¿)OFr(^y)

^0. Thus ttl(G) <(l/2-e)ra2

and, if ra is large compared with k, a known theorem (see [ll])
gives the
existence of two groups of k vertices of G, say a\, • • • , at, b\, • • ■ , bu, such
that no two vertices in different groups are adjacent. The corresponding
sets,
say Ai, • ■ • , Ak, Pi, • • • , Bk, violate Lemma 2 above, and the theorem is

established.
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